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How do you protect your Microso昀琀 Power Platform business solutions?
Your team has created reports, automation, and apps for agility and e昀昀iciency within your organization. Now it’s 
time to be con昀椀dent that your organization can bounce back quickly when the data disappears due to user error, bad 
actors, or an outage. Protect your critical data from any type of disruption.

Easily protect your data-driven business solutions—starting with Power BI 
protection.
Microso昀琀 doesn’t provide native backup options for key data in Power BI. Protect the insights, apps, and automation 
that drive your business against data loss and downtime with Zerto’s secure, simple, and fast backup and recovery for 
Power BI.

Why backup Microso昀琀 Power BI?

Secure your Power BI data

with Zerto’s immutable cloud to 
avoid data loss and downtime.

Recover data in minutes

to improve IT and data scientist 
e昀昀iciency.

Stay compliant 

with internal and external business 
continuity, cybersecurity, and 
compliance controls.

Secure Your Power BI Data 
Microso昀琀 o昀昀ers no native backup options for reports, workspaces, or datasets in Power BI. Avoid losing data from 
accidental deletions or alterations, malicious deletion, 昀椀le corruption, or loss of items or data that are required for 
compliance reasons. 

Comprehensive Coverage of Power BI Shared Workspaces 
Zerto gives you extensive coverage when backing up your Microso昀琀 Power BI data. Across the service, web app, and 
desktop app, the backup solution for Power BI Shared Workspaces covers:

 UNDERLYING DATA* DATASETS* DATAFLOWS REPORTS*

 *limitations

https://help.keepit.com/support/solutions/articles/6000257417-power-bi-backup-data-coverage
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About Zerto

Zerto, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company, empowers customers to run an always-on business by simplifying the protection, 

recovery, and mobility of on-premises and cloud applications. Zerto eliminates the risk and complexity of modernization and cloud 

adoption across private, public, and hybrid deployments. The simple, so昀琀ware-only solution uses continuous data protection 
at scale to solve for ransomware resilience, disaster recovery, and multi-cloud mobility. Zerto is trusted by over 9,500 customers 

globally and is powering o昀昀erings for Amazon, Google, IBM, Microso昀琀, and Oracle and more than 350 managed service providers. 
www.zerto.com
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Get Your Power BI Data Back in a Snap 
Speci昀椀cally designed for admins, Zerto makes manual restore processes a thing of the past. With ultra-fast smart 
search and restore features, you can restore multiple terabytes a day and get your Power BI data back into its original 
location, along with original metadata and relationships.   

Our Restore Capabilities

Email Zerto

In-Place restore

Get data back to where it originally 
resided.

Download

Download individual data objects or 
complete folders.

Shareable Links

Provide users with a secure link to 
their data.  

Why Companies Globally Trust Us
Customers around the world have made Zerto their preferred choice to protect their data against data loss and 
downtime. Here’s why they trust Zerto to keep their data safe:

Business Continuity  

Preserve access to essential data and continue business operations with clean copies of your data. 

Instant Recovery 

Find what you need quickly and restore individual records or entire application datasets in a few clicks.

Leading Security 

Prevent attackers from manipulating your backups and minimize the risk of data breach with reliable security.

Cost-E昀昀ectiveness
Never worry about overage costs or hidden surprises with simple and transparent pricing that saves you money. 

Outstanding Simplicity

Minimize deployment e昀昀orts and signi昀椀cantly reduce admin time with a simple platform made to improve 
e昀昀iciencies.

Zerto Backup for SaaS is an independent cloud dedicated to SaaS data protection. Zerto can cover all your key SaaS 
applications, including Microso昀琀 365, Salesforce, Azure AD, Dynamics 365, Google Workspace, and Zendesk. Zerto is 
trusted by thousands of companies worldwide to protect and manage their cloud data. Email us at info@zerto.com.
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